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Abstract
Rising energy consumption of IT infrastructure concerns have spurred the development of more power efficient networking equipment and algorithms. When old equipment just drew an almost constant amount of power regardless of the
traffic load, there were some efforts to minimize the total energy usage by modifying routing decisions to aggregate traffic
in a minimal set of links, creating the opportunity to power off some unused equipment during low traffic periods. New
equipment, with power profile functions depending on the offered load, presents new challenges for optimal routing. The
goal now is not just to power some links down, but to aggregate and/or spread the traffic so that devices operate in their
sweet spot in regards to network usage. In this paper we present an algorithm that, making use of the ant colonization algorithm, computes, in a decentralized manner, the routing tables so as to minimize global energy consumption.
Moreover, the resulting algorithm is also able to track changes in the offered load and react to them in real time.
Keywords: Ant colony optimization, Power saving routing, Energy Efficiency, Performance Evaluation

1. Introduction
The current Internet infrastructure draws far more power
than needed for its usual operation. At the same time, the
network is still growing, so this inefficiency translates to
ever increasing power demands with high monetary and
environmental costs. For reference, the overall energy consumption of all networking equipment just in the USA in
2008 was estimated to be larger than 18 TWh [1] and the
estimated energy usage for the year 2020 in Europe is more
than 38 TWh [2].
These high energy demands have spurred successful research on all areas of networking, from the link level [3–7]
to the networking layer adapting the routing decisions, as
suggested in Gupta’s seminal paper [8]. However, these
traffic engineering proposals were initially constrained to
the mere aggregation of traffic during low activity periods to power off some devices, as that was the only way a
non-power aware device could be made to draw less power.
From there, many researches have followed this idea applying it to different scenarios. Just as an example, [9–12]
study centralized algorithms to minimize the number of
active network resources to get significant power savings,
assuming a simple on-off power model of network equipment. Decentralized algorithms, as extensions to the ubiquitous OSPF protocol, were also explored in [13, 14].
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Fortunately, newly produced networking equipment is
increasingly becoming more power aware. For instance,
old Ethernet interfaces drew a fixed amount of power regardless of the actual load. Since the arrival of the IEEE 802.3az
standard [15], this is no longer the case as they can adapt
their power demands to the traffic load. Thus, it is unnecessary to turn them off completely in order to save
power [4]. This trend is not only limited to Ethernet devices. It also appears in optical networks [16, 17], switching modules [18], etc. The result is that new networking
equipment exhibits non-flat power profiles [4], and thus
presents an opportunity to regulate the traffic offered to
each device, either spreading or concentrating it, to take
advantage of the power profile of each device. These new
capabilities are explored for instance in [19–21]. The idea
is not to concentrate traffic in a few set of links and power
off the rest, but to find the optimum share of traffic that
minimizes energy costs according to the power profile of
each device.
In this paper we present the first dynamic decentralized
algorithm capable of adapting routing decisions to minimize energy usage when networking equipment has otherwise unrestricted power profiles. Although it is not the
first proposal to make use of the ant colony optimization
algorithm [22] for energy saving [23], it is the first that does
not limit its routing decisions to decide the set of links to
power off for a given traffic matrix. In fact, it takes advantage of links with non-flat power profiles and adjusts their
traffic load in real time to minimize power consumption
while keeping all the installed capacity available. This lets
the network react better to unexpected spikes in the traffic load and, additionally, improves the network resilience
in case of a link failure. The main difficulty in the adapNovember 11, 2014

tation of the original ant colony optimization algorithm
comes from the fact that, for the problem at hand, the
cost of a given route is not a simple linear function of its
load and thus the protocol becomes more complex than in
the original version of the algorithm [22]. We show in the
next sections how this problem was solved.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the related work. Then, Section 3 defines
the problem in detail. Our algorithm is described in Section 4. Then, an evaluation is carried out in Section 5 to
finally present our conclusions in Section 6.

already been used with success in other areas of networking [27]. So, there is a new line of research that applies
search heuristics to the route optimization problem reducing its computational complexity. For instance, [28]
presents an algorithm to save power in a restricted scenario
of a multicast transmission using genetic algorithms to find
the solution to the routing problem. In [29] the authors
use the particle swarm optimization technique to study
the trade-off between the number of power profiles in line
cards and the energy savings realized. Finally, [23] uses the
ant colony optimization algorithm to choose which links to
power off to maximize energy savings during low usage periods. Regretfully, none of these works takes advantage of
the energy savings capabilities present in current equipment, unlike our proposal that permits the links to stay
up, but modulates their offered load to minimize energy
consumption without affecting the network resiliency.

2. Related Work
Research on new routing procedures that save power on
communication networks have been ongoing for a few years
already. The first proposals focused on concentrating the
traffic on a reduced set of network elements so that unused
resources could be powered off during low load periods decreasing power consumption. [14] belongs to this first family of proposals. It tries to concentrate traffic flows on a
reduced set of links to power off the rest. Another proposals in the same vein are [9] and [24]. The first formulates a
minimization problem of the energy consumption considering that powered nodes and links need a constant amount
of power, and the second treats the problem of maximizing the number of powered off links. As both problems
are intractable (NP-complete) [9, 14, 23, 24], both articles provide some heuristics to approximate the solution.
All these proposals, however, do not take into account the
different power profiles that new power-aware networking
equipment exhibits and may even cause more harm than
good when these profiles are super-linear, as the increased
power consumption caused by traffic aggregation can surpass any power savings obtained by the reduced consumption of the powered-down resources.
New proposals that take into account the different power
profiles are also known in the literature. For instance, [25]
considers super-linear energy costs functions in the analysis of the maximum power savings attainable by powering
down part of the network. In [21] the authors formulate
a minimization problem considering the links formed by
IEEE 802.3az links. Similarly, the authors of [19] address
a similar problem and compare the results obtained with
both super and sub-linear power profiles. The same problem is also studied in [20, 26], this time considering bundle links between adjacent routers. The authors find out
in [26] that traffic consolidation does not always lead to
energy savings.
The main practical issue with all of these proposals is
the complexity of the problem, which is NP-complete [23].
Finding the optimum solution in a real network is very
hard and it cannot be usually solved in a short enough
amount of time. NP-complete problems can be tackled
employing search heuristics, usually inspired by elements
of the nature, that trade some optimality in the found
solution for execution time. In fact, such heuristics have

3. Problem Statement
We model the network as a directed graph G = (N, Λ),
with N being the set of nodes (i.e. IP routers) and Λ
the set of directed links. Each link ` = (u, v) ∈ Λ, u, v ∈
N, with a nominal capacity µ` , has associated a dynamic
cost function c` (ρ` ) ∈ R+ , with ρ` being the normalized
traffic load carried by the link. That is ρ` , λ` /µ` , where
λ` is the amount of traffic carried over the link ` ∈ Λ.
Therefore, the cost of the links varies with the offered load.
Furthermore, we assume c` (ρ` ) = ∞ if ρ` > 1.
The cost function captures the power needed to run
the links at a given load. Although most currently deployed links lack load-aware power profiles, new links, such
as those implementing IEEE 802.3az, have non-flat power
profiles that must be accounted for when implementing
energy-aware routing protocols. In our analysis we will
assume that the power profile function is monotonically
increasing with link load. Also, for simplicity, the power
needed by the engines of the routers is assumed to be almost constant and so it is absent from our analysis.
We will model the network traffic as a set of flows Φ.
Each flow f ∈ Φ is described by a triple f = (o, d, λf ),
with o, d ∈ N being the origin and the destination nodes
respectively, and λf the amount of traffic carried by the
flow. Each flow f follows a path pf , defined as an ordered
set of adjacent links going from the origin node o to the
destination node d. There is a list of symbols used in this
article in Table 1.
The total cost of the network, that is, the amount of
power needed to operate it at any given time, can be computed as the sum of the costs of all the links in the network.
As the link cost function is not necessarily linear, each link
load must be obtained first. Let a(f, `) be the route-link
incidence matrix, defined such that
(
1, if ` ∈ pf
a(f, `) ,
(1)
0, otherwise.
2

Then, the load of a link is simply
1 X
λf a (f, `) ,
µ`

4. Routing Algorithm

As already stated in the introduction, we opt for a
heuristic approach to solve the aforementioned NP-hard
f ∈Φ
optimization problem. Among all the families of heuristic
solvers available in the literature, the set of ant colony
and the power cost of the whole network is
algorithms [22] maps almost directly to the problem at
X
hand. Furthermore, their decentralized nature and timeP =
c` (ρ` ) .
(3)
adaptive characteristics are requisites for any deployable
`∈Λ
solution. Note that we do not propose how the routing
Formally, our goal is to solve
decisions can be implemented in practice, although it is


certainly feasible on a MPLS [32] network where RSVPX
X
1
TE [33] takes the job of setting up the label switched paths
min P = min
c` 
λf a(f, `) ,
(4)
(LSPs).
µ`
`∈Λ
f ∈Φ
As in the seminal AntNet algorithm [22], our algorithm
relies
on autonomous agents (ants) that travel the netthat is, to minimize the overall power consumption P subwork
gathering
enough information to form optimal paths.
ject to the usual topological constraints:
Agents travel the network from source to destination and
X
X
back to the source. In their forward path, they explore
a(f, `) −
a(f, `)
different routes to the destination to measure their costs.
`=(i,j)∈Λ
`=(j,i)∈Λ
In their return path, they update statistics at every node


if i = of
related to the fitness of the next-hop node chosen in the
1,
previous forward way. The per-flow routing table is finally
∀f ∈ Φ (5a)
= −1,
if j = df


calculated as the most appropriate next-hop for a given
0,
otherwise.
destination at every node.
X
While the original AntNet algorithm used path delay
λf a(f, `) ≤ µ` , ∀` ∈ Λ
(5b)
as the cost function, we use the power consumption. Moref ∈Φ
over, AntNet only obtains a single path to a destination
a(f, `) ∈ {0, 1} ∀f ∈ Φ, l ∈ Λ
(5c)
from a given core node, while our algorithm must be able
Equations (5a) are the flow-conservation constraints, and (5b) to calculate different routes for every flow traversing each
core node. This complicates the problem as now the cost
are the physical constraints of the network. The choice of
of the links does not depend on the amount of traffic beinteger values for the variables a(f, `) means that the flows
ing carried by them in a linear way, and so it is important
are unsplittable, i.e., each flow must follow a single path
to consider individual routes for every flow, even when
through the network.
they share a common intermediate node and destination.
Thus, in the form above the optimization problem is
Throughout the rest of this section, we detail how agents
a generalization of the unsplittable multicommodity flow
work and what information they collect to obtain the set
problem (UFP), where the generalization consists in allowof optimal paths for each flow that minimize global power
ing arbitrary cost functions c` (·) for the links. With linear
consumption.
costs, (4)–(5c) is the classical UFP, which in specific instances is known to be NP-hard: for example, when the
4.1. Information Gathering
network G has only one edge, the classical UFP specializes
A key part of the algorithm relies on obtaining enough
to the knapsack problem.
information
about the network state for updating the flow
For general link-cost functions, the relaxation of the
routes.
It
is
the job of a forward agent to gather this
problem (4)–(5c) to a(f, `) ∈ [0, 1], namely to flows splitable
information
with
the help of the network nodes.
over several routes, is generally a global minimization probFor
this,
a
forward
agent departs periodically from the
lem. The case when c` (·) are concave functions is, for
source
node
o
towards
the flow destination d. This agent
instance, NP-hard [30, 31]. Since we do not impose any
carries
information
about
the current flow rate (λf ) and
prior assumption about the energy-consumption profiles,
the
current
flow
path
(p
).
The agent walks the network
f
our problem can be regarded NP from a computational
towards
the
flow
destination
in
a non-deterministic manner
perspective.
to
be
detailed
later.
When
the
agent
reaches a new node, it
Our final goal is to design a new routing algorithm that
records
the
identity
of
the
node
in
an
internal list of visited
solves (4). The solution must be distributed and put low
nodes.
At
the
same
time,
the
agent
calculates
the marginal
requirements on the network nodes. Additionally, it must
cost
of
carrying
the
flow
traffic
across
the
link
used in the
be able to dynamically adapt to changing traffic demands
f
1
last
hop
and
stores
it
internally
as
~
c
[i],
with
i the index
and do so in a progressive manner, such that the changes
in the set of network paths do not lead the network to a
1 We assume that agents use the memory in the visited node to
congested state nor cause undesired oscillations.
ρ` =

(2)

3

Symbol
N
E
Λ
µ`
c` (ρ)
~cf
~γ f
Φ
f (o, d, λ)
pf
gif (j)
Γ
πe

Definition
Set of nodes in the network
Set of network edges
Set of links in the network
Nominal capacity of link `
Cost function of link ` ∈ Λ for load ρ
Direct costs of flow f
Indirect cost caused by flow f
Set of flows
Flow from node o to d carrying traffic λ
Path followed by flow f
Goodness at node i for taking j as the next hop of flow f
Estimated network cost for the current agent
Threshold between random and goodness based next node selection
Table 1: Notation

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

trade-off in this selection, because agents should explore
all the possible paths, but, at the same time, more resources should be used to explore good paths, where a
good path is the one that the agent knows that demands
less power than others. To achieve a balance in this selection, forward agents use two procedures to select the next
visited node: one completely random using no previously
obtained information, and the other one based on costs
calculated by other agents. Which procedure to use is selected at random too. With some small probability πe the
agent chooses the first procedure ensuring that eventually
all possible routes are explored. With probability 1 − πe
the next node is chosen according to its goodness relative
~ i (f ) at every node i that
to the flow f . There is a vector G
stores the goodness values for each flow f to all neighbor~ i (f ) = {g f (j) ∀j | (i, j) ∈ Λ}. The
ing nodes. That is, G
i
goodness of each node is a probability related to the estimated power consumption of the flow should it select the
neighbor node as part of its path. It must be stored in the
nodes where it is updated by the backward agents.
Finally, if a cycle is detected after arriving to a new
node, all the information about the nodes visited and the
links traveled since the previous visit is deleted from the
agent. A pseudo-code version of the algorithm governing
forward agents is provided in Listing 2.

nextNode = function ( G ( f ) ) {
r = random (0 , 1) ;
if ( r < πe ) {
return c h o o s e R a n d o m N e i g h b o r () ;
} else { // Get a good neighbor
r = random (0 , 1) ;
acul = 0 , i = 0;
for each ( g ∈ G ( f ) ) {
acul += g , i ++;
if ( r <= acul ) {
return neighbor ( i ) ;
}
}
}
}
calcCost = function (l , λf , pf , λl , µl ) {
λr = λl ; /* Amount of traffic in the link
not pertaining to our flow */
if ( l ∈ pf ) {
λr = λl - λf ;
}
origCost = cl (λr /µl );

newCost = cl (λr + λf )/µl ;
return newCost - origCost ;
}
Listing 1: Procedure for the marginal cost calculation.

4.2. Information Dissemination

of the previous node. This depends on the cost function of
the link, the traffic already being carried by the link and
whether the link is part of current flow path. The exact
procedure to calculate the marginal cost is shown in Listing 1 (see function calcCost). Note that forward agents
simply need that core nodes maintain statistics about aggregate traffic load in their outgoing links to calculate the
marginal cost.
Before leaving the current node, forward agents need
to decide which neighbor node to visit next. There is a

The information gathered by the forward agent on its
way to the destination node (the marginal costs and the
path actually traversed) is used to update the goodness
values at each of the intermediate nodes. The backward
agent is in charge of this update process while it travels
back to the origin node following exactly the reverse route
recorded by the forward agent.
At an intermediate node i ∈ N in the route of the
backward agent from the destination d toward the origin
o, the goodness value is updated based on the cost of the
partial path followed before by the forward agent from i
to d. In turn, this cost is the sum of two components:

store its state to then serialize it and transmit it to the next node as
an IP packet.
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1
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3
4
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the remaining traffic that stays in the link after the
departure of flow f , the cost change (8) is simply
the difference between the cost due to the remaining traffic c` (λr ) and the cost savings of shifting λf
units of traffic off its current operating point, i.e.,
c` (λ` ) − c` (λf ). The value of ~γ f [`] is not allowed to
be negative, as would happen for links with superlinear (convex) cost functions,2 in order to disincentivize that the flows change prematurely their paths.
Such changes could lead to undesirable route flapping and network instability.
The values of the vector ~γ f are computed by the
backward agent, for every visited link, as part of its
reverse path. ~γ f is stored at the source node of the
flow, and it is carried by the forward agents to be
used in the next round of the backward agents as
follows: when the backward agent leaves node j to
visit node i, the indirect cost is updated
(
f
Cindirect
(j) − ~γ f [(i, j)],
if (i, j) ∈ pf
f
Cindirect (i) =
f
Cindirect (j),
otherwise.
(9)
Therefore, the indirect cost decreases toward the source,
and diminishes by an amount equal to the cost of
leaving the links upstream from i that flow f really
uses. As a result of this computation, the paths in
which the departure of a flow f would produce a
larger cost to other concurrent flows are penalized in
comparison to paths where this does not occur.

for each f (o, d, λf ) ∈ Φ {
Fo→d = new ForwardAgent (f (o, d, λf ), pf ) ;
sendAgent (Fo→d ) ;
}
sendAgent = function (Fo→d ) {
i = o;
V = {}; // Set of visited nodes
~c = []; // Vector holding the link costs
do {
j = nextNode (Gi (f )) ;
l = (i , j ) ;
if ( i ∈ V )
purgeCycle (V , ~c ) ;
V = V ∪ i;
/* λ̂l is the estimated amount of traffic
carried by link l */
~c [l] = calcCost (l , λf , pf , λ̂l , µl ) ;
i = j ; // Visit the next node
} while ( i != d ) ;
}
Listing 2: Forward agent algorithm.

a direct cost that results from the addition of the flow’s
traffic to the downstream links from i on the path, and an
indirect cost that measures the impact on the costs that
the remaining flows would see should the current flow f
departs partially or totally from its current route.
1. The direct cost is computed directly from the measurements taken by the forward agent as
f
Cdirect
(i) =

d
X

~cf [k],

The sum of the direct and indirect costs is the raw
goodness value computed by the backward agent before
leaving its current node, and stored there

(6)

k=i

f
f
Γf (i) = Cdirect
(i) + Cindirect
(i).

where d is the flow destination and ~cf [k] is the vector
of measures recorded by the forward agent at node
k.
2. When a flow leaves or changes its route, this might
actually induce an increase in the marginal costs of
other flows that were sharing the same links, particularly if the energy profile in those links is sub-linear.
This possible increment is thus regarded as the indirect cost of the partial route from i to d used by the
forward agent. Specifically, the indirect cost is initialized at the destination d when a backward agent
is created, with value
X
f
Cindirect
(d) =
~γ f [`]
(7)

The goodness is used as a metric to select the best nexthop for every flow. To this end, it is essential that paths
with less energy demands yield increasing goodness, but
this condition is not guaranteed for the raw goodness for
a number of reasons. The raw values are noisy due to
the measurement process, and have to be normalized first
for allowing the comparison with the values computed by
other backward agents for the same flow, possibly after
having exploring different paths. Finally, some adjustment
is needed to ensure that the metric is monotonically decreasing in Γf [i]. In this paper, we will apply the same
mechanisms and problem-independent constants as [21] to
derive the routing metric.
To simplify notation, we set Γ = Γf (i) for the rest of
this Section. First, Γ is normalized by a scaled average of
previous measurements

`∈pf

where
+

~γ f [`] , (c` (λ` − λf ) + c` (λf ) − c` (λ` ))

(10)

(8)
r0 = min{

is the sum of the marginal increases in energy consumption of all other flows traversing the link if the
flow f were to leave link `, and λ` is the total traffic carried by link `. Writing λr , λ` − λf for

Γ
, 1}
αΓ

(11)

2 Note that the argument of (8) is negative iff c (·) is a superad`
ditive function.
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where α > 1 is a suitable attenuation constant and Γ denotes the average of past samples of Γ. Averaging smoothes
the measurements and reduces the variance, but this variance can still be high and trigger instability in the routing
decisions. Thus, r0 is corrected according to
(
aσ
if r0 < 0.5
r 0 − e− Γ
0
ra =
(12)
aσ
r 0 + e− Γ
otherwise

either rely on an existing link state routing algorithm or
send any kind of source routed probe packet.
Even if the recorded path is dismissed, the work done
by the agents is not lost. Chances are high that a new
forward agent eventually follows the best path, as it is the
one with the highest goodness values at every node, and
thus, the resulting backward agent will record the whole
path.

where σ stands for the standard deviation of Γ. This correction is enforced only if the average Γ is considered reliable, i.e., if the ratio σ/Γ <   1. If the average is not
stable, σ/Γ ≥  then a penalty factor is added
(
bσ
if r0 < 0.5
r0 + 1 − e− Γ
0
ra =
(13)
bσ
r0 − 1 − e− Γ
otherwise

4.4. Memory Requirements
It is important to characterize the memory requirements for storing all the information related to the state of
the agents and any auxiliary information they may need.
To this end, we detail the memory needs of edge nodes,
regular nodes and agents. Obviously, since agents are not
physical entities, they cannot really store any information,
so they store it transiently in the nodes they visit. In any
case, we account for this separately from the memory needs
of regular nodes for clarity.
The forward agent carries the following information: a
set of visited nodes, the cost of the traveled links, the flow
rate, the current path, and the extra cost of leaving links in
the current path. That is, information about the current
path and the traveled one. All this information depends
solely on the path lengths, and so it usually scales with
the logarithm of the number of nodes.
The backward agent does not carry much more information than the forward one. It just stores the current
path and, additionally, the extra cost values of those links
traveled that are part of the current path. Finally, it also
holds a copy of the path followed by the forward agent and
it records the best next hop node for the visited nodes.
Again, all this information is proportional to the path
length, so it is independent of the number of flows.
The agents do use information stored in the nodes to
communicate with other agents and to obtain some basic
information for their calculations. Source nodes must store
for every flow originating from them the current path of
the flow, its rate and the extra cost incurred when the flow
leaves any of the links currently traversed. The rate information scales linearly with the number of flows departing
from the node, while the path information and extra costs
scales with the product between the number of flows departing at the node and the logarithm of the network size.
We consider as a single flow all traffic between a given pair
of edge nodes, the total information stored at the edges is
still manageable. In the worst case, it is |E| log(N ), with
|E| the number of edge nodes.
Regular nodes, and edge nodes too, need to store additional information for the agents to do their calculations.
They need an estimate of the traffic being sent across every outgoing link for the cost calculation. They also need
to store the information for the best node selection: the
goodness vector and the cost statistics for each flow. Each
goodness vector has an entry for every outgoing link ( 2|Λ|
|N |
on average), so its size should remain relatively small.

where b < a. Finally, the metric ra0 is compressed via the
power law ra0 ← (ra0 )h and clipped to the interval [0, 1].
After these nonlinear recalibration steps, node i computes the goodness routing metric to each of its neighbors
j ∈ N , (i, j) ∈ Λ as follows:
(

(1 − ra0 ) 1 − gif (j) agent comes from j
f
f
gi (j) ← gi (j)+
−(1 − ra0 )gif (j) otherwise.
(14)
P
f
It is easy to check that if j∈N,(i,j)∈Λ gi (j) = 1 then the
same condition holds after applying the update rule (14),
so gif (j) can be conveniently interpreted as the likelihood
of preferring neighbor j as the next hop.3 A total goodness of 1 is easily enforced by choosing as initial values
gif (j) = 1/ni for every neighbor j of node i, with ni adjacent nodes. Therefore, in absence of better a priori information, initially each neighbor receives the same goodness
as a credit.
4.3. Obtaining the New Path
Once the new goodness values have been calculated,
the backward agent selects the maximum as the next hop
for the flow. This information is stored internally by the
agent.
When the agent finally reaches the source node for the
flow, the information about the next hops is employed to
construct a new path. Because the backward agent follows the reverse path of the forward agent, and the newly
constructed path is just the ordered collection of best next
nodes, as determined by their respective goodness values,
for the visited nodes, this new path is not necessarily connected. So before replacing the current path, the origin
node performs a connectivity test on it. For this, it can
3 Note that routing is deterministic, not random, and that the
traffic of a flow is not split among several paths. Thus, even if gif (j)
is used as a probability by forward agents, all the traffic from a given
flow chooses as the next hop the neighbor with the highest gif (j)
value.
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Element
Forward agent
Backward agent
Source node
Core node

Needed storage
O(log(N ))
O(log(N ))
O(|E|
))
 log(N 
O

D1

O2

D2

O3

D3

O4

D4

O5

D5

2|Λ|
2
|N | |E|

Table 2: Memory requirements.

However, the node must store a goodness vector for every network flow. In the worst case, there can be as many
as |E|(|E| − 1) flows in the network, so this is clearly the
limiting factor of the algorithm. To lower this memory
requirement, nodes could use some kind of eviction policy
to free memory associated to flows without recent activity.
All this information is summarized in Table 2.

Figure 1: Algorithm behavior in a lattice network with a logarithmic
cost function. Line width represents the number of flows in a link,
while dotted lines show unused links.

5. Evaluation
In this section we will analyze the performance of our
algorithm. We start with a set of simple experiments in
a synthetic topology that highlights the behavior of the
algorithm for different cost functions. Then, we show the
results on more realistic network topologies.
All the results have been produced by an open source
in-house simulator available at [34].4 Our simulator abstracts packet level simulation details and considers the
medium time traffic averages known. This speeds up the
simulations while, at the same time, let us employ publicly available traffic matrices that do not usually detail
packet level details. The simulator reads two configuration
files: one describes the network topology and link parameters and the second one controls the traffic characteristics.
The simulated links are described by their maximum traffic capacity and their cost function. The cost function for a
given link is reduced for simplicity to the set of coefficients
{a0 , . . . , an } in the general formula
c` (λ) = a0 log λ +

O1

n
X

ai λi−1 .

O1

D1

O2

D2

O3

D3

O4

D4

O5

D5

Figure 2: Algorithm behavior in a lattice network with a cubic cost
function.

with a suitable scaling factor, the logarithmic profile can
be made similar to the on-off profile. For the algorithm
configuration parameters, we used problem independent
constants provided in [22]:  = 0.25, a = 10, b = 9 and
h = 0.04.

(15)

i=1

This formula lets us represent the main power profiles links
are expected to exhibit in the near future [19, 25]: sublinear, like those of IEEE 802.3az links [4]; linear (although
this is not expected to be found in links, it can be used
to account for the power costs of the switch matrix of
the routers), a constant component, although this does
not have any effect on the routing decisions, and superlinear. These latter profiles, like cubic ones, have been
found in Ethernet interfaces applying dynamic voltage and
frequency scaling [36]. Finally, we do not consider an on-off
power profile as we need all links to be active to be able
to send and receive agents through them. In any case,

5.1. Algorithm Behavior
The first set of results shows the behavior of the algorithm in a regular network. The topology consists of
a simple switching matrix of n steps connecting n traffic
sources to n destinations. Every link has the same cost
function and unlimited capacity. The goal is to check the
results obtained by the algorithm in an otherwise unrestricted scenario. Traffic consists of n identical flows going
from each source to every destination, for a total of n2
flows in the network.
Figures 1, 2 and 3 show a graphical representation of
the network and the link occupations for n = 5 and three
different cost functions: logarithmic, cubic and linear, respectively. The number of flows in each link is proportional
to the line width, with dotted lines representing unused

4 We refrained from writing a module for a general purpose network simulator as [35] as the amount of new code would be on the
same order.
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Figure 3: Algorithm behavior in a lattice network with a linear cost
function.

Path Length
Energy Savings

Number of links

140

Logarithmic cost function

120
100
80
60
40
20

Cost Function
Log
Linear Cubic
9.70
9
9.88
12.16 %
0%
70.08 %

0

0

5
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25

30

Number of ﬂows

(a) Logarithmic cost function

Table 3: Energy savings and path lengths obtained for different cost
functions in a regular switching network with n = 8.
Number of links

140

links. After a close inspection of the graphics it can be
seen that in the logarithmic scenario (Figure 1), routes
tend to be short (vertical links are only used in the first
and final steps) and shared among various flows. Note that
line widths are quite wide and, at the same time, a lot of
links remain unused. This is expected, as the marginal
cost of adding traffic to a link decreases with its load.
In contrast, for the cubic cost function (Figure 2), most
links are lightly used. In fact, almost all vertical links are
employed to avoid sharing traffic on either horizontal or
diagonal links. Again, this is the expected behavior, as
in this case the marginal cost increases with load, so the
algorithm must find the way to spread the traffic across
the net as long as the added cost (it employs more links
and longer routes) is not excessive.
In the linear scenario (Figure 3) the algorithm just
searches for the shortest routes regardless of how the links
are shared among flows. As in the logarithmic cost function scenario, there is almost no single vertical link used,
but it can be also observed that the load is not so concentrated on a few links. In fact, the total number of empty
links is smaller.
We repeated these simulations on a somewhat larger
net with n = 8. Figure 4 shows how many links share a
given number of flows. Results agree with the above discussion. The logarithmic scenario has the highest number
of unused links (96) with some links carrying 27 or even 29
flows. On the contrary, for the cubic cost function most
links carry just a few flows with almost no link sitting
unused. The linear case, as before, fits in between those
scenarios.

Cubic cost function

120
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60
40
20
0

0
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10

15

20

25

30

Number of ﬂows

(b) Cubic cost function

Number of links

140

Linear cost function

120
100
80
60
40
20
0

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

Number of ﬂows

(c) Linear cost function
Figure 4: Link occupation for an 8-nodes regular topology for different cost functions.
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Figure 6: Number of iterations to reach 90% of the best power savings
for different traffic matrices and different link cost functions.
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Figure 5: Network topology. Based on the original NSFNet.

Finally, the results obtained after the algorithm is run
are summarized in Table 3. It shows both the energy savings when compared to a power unaware shortest-pathfirst (SPF) routing algorithm and the average route lengths.
As expected, for the linear cost function, the results are
identical to those of the SPF algorithm, and thus our algorithm produces no energy savings, but keeps the optimum average path length of just nine hops. However,
for non-linear cost functions it pays a small penalty in
path lengths. This length increment is necessary to obtain
more power efficient routes. In fact, the energy savings for
the cubic cost function (70%) are quite impressive in this
topology.

1000

100

10

Logarithmic

Linear

Cubic

Link cost function

Figure 7: Number of iterations to reach 99% of the best power savings
for different traffic matrices and different link cost functions.

eventually depends on the time separation between two
consecutive agents. The results are plotted in Figures 6
and 7.
The first conclusion is that the algorithm is usually
able to reach the target of 90 % quite fast. There is also
a relationship between the number of flows and the convergence speed. This can be observed in the full mesh
simulations, which usually take the largest number of iterations. It can also be seen that the intra-coast scenario
is resolved very fast for any cost function, as it takes almost the same number of iterations to reach 90 % of the
final savings as to get to 99 %. We believe that this is a
consequence of the optimal routes being quite short, and
thus easy to come across by the agents. On the other
hand, both the coast-to-coast and the full-mesh matrices
need many more iterations to rise to the 99 % target. For
the linear cost function this happens because the optimal
routes are longer and thus the number of alternative routes
with similar costs is higher, lowering the likelihood of a forward agent to follow them. The change for the logarithmic
cost function is even sharper. The reason is that not only
the routes are longer, like in the linear case. There is an
additional complexity in the fact that the algorithm tries
to pack several flows in the same links for maximum en-

5.2. Performance Results
We have also carried out experiments in more realistic
network topologies, the first set inspired in the topology
of the old NSFNet network and a second one in the nobeleu topology from the Survivable Network Design Library
(SNDlib) [37].
Figure 5 shows the NSFNet network. We have conducted several simulations with varying traffic matrices: a
full-mesh matrix with traffic flowing from each source to
every other destination; an intra-coast matrix, with traffic
just between some nodes in the same “coast”; and finally
a coast-to-coast matrix, with traffic flowing from nodes in
each coast to the other and vice-versa. Although the traffic
matrices can not be considered real by any means, they allow to bring some light to the behavior and performance of
the algorithm in a wide range of representative scenarios.
The first performance characteristic we measured is the
time needed by the algorithm to reach 90 % and 99 % of
the long term energy savings it is able to achieve. We use
the number of iterations, that is, the number of forward
agents sent by a source, as a proxy for this time, as it
9

Relative
energy
savings

Coast to coast
Intra coast
Full mesh
Coast to coast
Intra coast
Full mesh

100
Normalized power consumption (%)

Length
Increment

Cost Function
Log
Linear
Cubic
14.58 %
0 % 20.83 %
20.00 %
0%
0%
14.42 %
0%
0.70 %
23.03 %
0 % 10.61 %
6.60 %
0%
0%
29.52 %
0 % 13.00 %

Table 4: Performance of the proposed algorithm for different traffic
matrices in the network depicted in Figure 5.

80

60

40

20

0

ergy savings. As the agents take their routing decisions
autonomously it takes some extra time for routes to converge to the same set of links. This also helps to explain
why for the cubic cost function the complexity increase is
less noticeable. For super-linear cost functions the greatest
savings come from using disjoint routes, so there is no need
for several flows to converge on the same set of links. So,
it is easier for agents to choose links with low occupation.
We have also measured two additional performance
characteristics: actual power savings and average path
length increment. The power savings are compared to the
power consumed by a network using SPF as the poweragnostic routing algorithm. The results for the three traffic matrices and the three power profiles are summarized
in Table 4. For the linear cost function, the algorithm is
unable to save more energy with regards to SPF, but this
is expected, as SPF discovers the optimal routes for these
networks. In any case, the results of our algorithm results
are also optimal, with no additional energy demands nor
increments in the path lengths.
In the logarithmic link cost networks, the algorithm obtains more than 20 % energy savings for the more complex
traffic matrices. The route lengths also grow, although the
increments are below 20 %.
Finally, the cubic cost function does not attain any savings for the intra-coast traffic matrix. This is because the
shortest path routes are already optimal. In fact, the path
lengths are identical for both the proposed algorithm and
the SPF routing algorithm. For the rest of the traffic matrices it gets savings in the 10–15 % range by distributing
flows in different links, at the cost of an obvious increment
in the average path length.
In short, the proposed algorithm is able to trade some
increment in route lengths to save energy in the network.
When the routes computed by a shortest path first algorithm are already optimal, the routes computed by our
proposal are never worse: both average path length and
energy consumption remain identical.
As already stated at the beginning of the Section, we
have also used a real topology both to assess the behavior
of our algorithm and to compare it against the optimization shown in [20, 26]. We have employed the topology
and average traffic matrix of the nobel-eu core network
from the SNDlib archive used in those works. The nobeleu network is a European network consisting on 28 nodes

SPF
Proposal
Optimum
0

50000

100000 150000 200000 250000 300000 350000 400000
Iterations

Figure 8: Comparison between our algorithm, SPF and the optimal
result for the nobel-eu network with a cubic cost function.

connected by 41 links and the traffic matrix consists on
a total of 378 flows. For the sake of the comparison, we
have simplified the network model proposed in [26] as we
restrict the number of links between a given pair of nodes
to one, albeit with unlimited capacity.
Figure 8 shows the normalized power consumption with
a cubic cost function. Traffic was added to the network in
several steps to show the dynamics of our algorithm. It
can be seen that the consumption raises briefly above that
of SPF when new traffic enters the network, but rapidly
stabilizes below it after a few iterations. For completeness
we have calculated with the help of the IBM CPLEX solver
the optimum power consumption obtained considering our
simplified model of [26]. As expected, the centralized calculation is able to obtain the best results, albeit it cannot adapt automatically to changing network conditions.
We also performed the experiment with a logarithmic cost
function. In this case, our algorithm just managed to save
3% of the power needed when using SPF routes, while the
CPLEX solver managed to save 16% of the power, considering again a static scenario.
6. Conclusions
In this paper we have presented a modified version of
the AntNet [22] algorithm to calculate, in a decentralized
way, optimal routes to reduce power consumption of network links. The presented solution does not put any restriction in the power profile functions of the networking
equipment.
The proposal was tested in both synthetic and real scenarios with different power profiles. The obtained results
show power savings in the 10–20% range for real networks
and up to 70% in favorable, although unlikely, scenarios.
Moreover, the convergence times are small, as the 90% of
the savings are usually obtained in less than 1000 iterations. Thus the algorithm can be used continuously in
background in the network, adapting the routing tables to
the medium-term averages of the traffic load of the incoming flows.
10
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